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Abstract
In this paper, we describe how Active Shape Models (ASMs) have been
used to accurately and robustly locate vertebrae in lateral Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) images of the spine. DXA images
are of low spatial resolution, and contain signi cant random and structural noise, providing a dicult challenge for object location methods.
All vertebrae in the image were searched for simultaneously, improving robustness in location of individual vertebrae by making use of
constraints on shape provided by the position of other vertebrae. We
show that the use of ASMs with minimal user interaction allows accuracy to be obtained which is as good as that achievable by human
operators, as well as high precision. Having located each vertebra, it
is desirable to evaluate whether it has been located suciently accurately for shape measurements to be useful. We determined this on
the basis of grey-level model t, which was shown to usefully detect
poorly located vertebrae, enabling accuracy to be improved by rejecting proposed search solutions whose grey-level t was poorer than a
threshold.

Introduction
Osteoporosis is a disease which a ects a signi cant proportion of postmenopausal
women. It is characterised by bone loss, resulting in vertebral, wrist and hip
fractures. The most serious (and therefore important) type of fractures are hip
fractures, which usually occur in very elderly patients. However, in trials of osteoporosis treatments, where treatment ecacy must be evaluated in as short a
time as possible, vertebral fractures, which are less serious but occur in younger
patients, are used as an indicator of osteoporosis. Rapid, accurate and reproducible measurement of vertebral deformity is therefore important in improving
the statistical power of tests of treatment ecacy, and reducing the costs of large
trials.
Until recently, measurements of vertebral deformity resulting from fracture
were performed from 3 or 4 overlapping lateral radiographs covering the whole
spine. However, Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) scanners, which use
a fan beam to obtain a digital image of the whole spine in a single pass, have now
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become available [9]. These give a signi cantly lower x-ray dose to the patient,
and eliminate projection e ects due to non-parallel beam geometry. By imaging
at two x-ray energies, the component of the x-ray absorption coecient resulting
from bone as opposed to soft tissue can be visualised, providing better bone-tissue
contrast and a quantitative measure of the amount of bone present. However, this
\bone" image is much lower in magnitude, and therefore has a poorer signal to
noise ratio than either single energy image. The images from these scanners also
exhibit poorer spatial resolution than standard radiography (1mm vs 0.3 mm),
and include artefacts due to the patient's breathing. A typical scan is shown in
gure 2.
The assessment of vertebral fracture has traditionally been performed by manually marking six points on each vertebra - at the four corners and at the midpoints
of the upper and lower surfaces - then measuring anterior, mid, and posterior vertebral heights [8]. Ratios of these heights are used as the measure of vertebral
fracture, in comparison to a normal reference population. A major disadvantage
of this method is that it is extremely laborious and time consuming, taking an operator up to 15 minutes per patient to mark all points on a DXA image containing
11 vertebrae on a computer system using a mouse.
The problem of robustly locating regularly (but variably) shaped objects in a
very noisy environment is generally best tackled using exible template models. In
such applications, model speci city is particularly important. Active Shape Models (ASMs) [4], which combine explicit models of object contours and grey-level
appearance surrounding the contours, only allow realistic examples of shape to be
generated, unlike other approaches. They have already been applied successfully
to a range of medical image interpretation problems in 2D and 3D [1, 7].
In this particular application, the imaging environment is so noisy that, for
ASM search to be robust, all available shape constraints must be used. For example, search for a single vertebra in the lower thoracic region (where breathing
artefacts can occur) using a single vertebral model often fails completely. However, by searching for many vertebrae together, sucient constraint is placed on
the position and shape of each individual vertebra by the others, that satisfactory
robustness can be obtained. We have analysed a large set of DXA scans and compared the accuracy of the ASM search method to that of human operators using
the traditional approach.
An additional (and connected) problem in automatic segmentation of medical images is that of automatically assessing location accuracy. When a model
shape and pose has been obtained which best matches the image evidence, it
is often desirable to determine, from the model parameters and image evidence,
how accurately the object has been located. In our application, if we could predict the accuracy of measurements based on the segmentation of a given vertebra
we could, for example, exclude unreliable measurements from subsequent analyses. Knowledge of segmentation accuracy also a ects the search process itself, as
poorly located objects found early in the search process may hamper the location
of subsequent objects.
We have attempted to nd simple measures which correspond to changes in
appearance resulting from poor visibility of the vertebrae. We show how our measures varied with \inherent" visibility of a vertebra, expressed by how repeatably
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humans could locate its edges, and with segmentation accuracy, describing how
far the solution obtained was from the true location of a vertebra.
We show that our measures can be used to successfully detect cases which have
been poorly located, improving mean segmentation accuracy.

Active Shape Models
Active Shape Models(ASMs) use combined models of shape and grey-level appearance to search for objects in images. They are generated from a number of training
images, which contain examples of the objects of interest.
Object shape is described by a Point Distribution Model (PDM), which is
generated by performing principal components analysis on the variation in position
of labelled landmark points over all the training examples. Each training example
(containing n landmark points) is described as a vector of size 2n. The PDM
represents shape in terms of a mean shape and a set of linearly independant modes
describing the main ways in which the training examples vary. A subset of the
modes of variation is chosen so as to describe members of the training set to a
chosen accuracy.
A new example object, x = (x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 ; : : : ), can then be generated by
adding combinations of the subset of modes of variation P to the mean shape,
x, with a vector of weights b controlling the in uence of each mode:

x = x + P b
(1)
Grey-level appearance is modelled by analysing the grey-level image pro le
at each landmark point in a direction perpendicular to the object contour. This
appearance is modelled in a similar fashion to shape, using principal components
analysis, describing the grey-level pro le at each landmark point as a linear combination of a mean pro le and linearly independant modes of variation. Full details
of the training and use of these combined grey-level and shape models are given
in [4].
Once a model has been constructed, ASM search can be used to locate the
modelled object in new images. An initial approximation is projected into the
image and iteratively re ned. The grey-level landscape around the current position of each landmark point is probed for grey-level evidence which best matches
the model. This suggests a better position for each landmark point. The PDM
then attempts to deform itself to t to these new suggested positions, within the
constraints imposed by its modes of variation. This process is repeated until convergance. Because the PDM imposes global shape constraints, only objects of
similar shape to those observed in the training set will be located in images.
A multiresolution approach, employing grey-level models trained on a Gaussian
pyramid of images, has been shown to improve speed and robustness [3]. We
have employed this approach in our experiments. In addition, methods for shape
deformation which allow more exibility to move along a contour rather than
perpendicular to it [6], have been used throughout. This has been shown to be
particularly e ective in aiding location of objects with sharp corners, such as
vertebrae.
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Figure 1: The rst two shape modes of the spine model.

Methods
78 lateral spine DXA images of women aged over 45 were obtained using a Hologic
QDR2000plus DXA scanner (Hologic Inc., Waltham MA). Landmark points were
placed around the contours of ten vertebrae on each image by the author (PPS)
on the advice of an experienced radiologist (JEA). Six thoracic vertebrae from T7
to T12, and four lumbar vertebrae from L1 to L4 were included. The rst three
modes of shape variation of the resulting spine model are shown in gure 1. It is
worth noting that there is considerable interdependency in shape between vertebrae, emphasising the importance of considering a combined model of vertebrae
for search, rather than for each vertebra in isolation.
For image search itself, a moderately good start position for the model is useful
for eliminating complete search failures. The operator was asked to mark one point
at the top of vertebra T7, one at the top of T12, and one at the bottom of L4.
The model was then initialised from these three points, and multiresolution search
started. The initial model position, and the search process through to convergence
are shown in gures 2 to 4.

Comparison of Segmentation Accuracy With
Manual Methods
In order to compare the accuracy of segmentation achieved using ASM search to
the best manual methods, a random subset of 40 of the 78 images were marked
up by 4 operators using the six point marking scheme descibed in [8].
A set of leave-one-out ASM search experiments was also carried out to provide
an upper bound on the errors to be expected from the automatic method in real
clinical use. The combined shape and grey-level appearance model was trained
on all 78 examples except one. Its performance was then tested on the excluded
example. This train-and-test process was repeated with each example in the training set left out in turn. Each search experiment was performed 20 times, with the
position of the 3 manual start points randomly altered in accordance with operator variation. Precision values were obtained between these repeat experiments.
The search results were characterised as a Gaussian distribution of successfully
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Figure 2: A DXA scan,
with manually placed
points marked.

Figure 3:
Starting
ASM search position,
initialised from 3 points.

Figure 4: Final ASM

search position, after convergence.

locationed vertebrae, and some failures. This was done by modelling the whole
distribution as a mixture of Gaussians, using the EM algorithm. Cases were rejected as failures if their error lay above  + 3 of the distribution of \successful"
cases.
The measures used to descibe accuracy were as follows: for the manual method,
only the vertical component of error in the placement of vertebral midpoints is
signi cant; however, both components of error in placement of vertebral corners
are important. This is shown in gure 4. The accuracy was measured for each
point by a Gaussian (2D, or 1D for midpoints) tted to the distribution of the
four operators' markings. For each vertebra, the root mean squared (rms) error
(of the six points marked on each vertebra) was measured. The accuracy of the
ASM segmentation was measured using the rms point-to-line distance errors from a
landmark point at the \true" location of the object (as annotated during training)
to the nearest point on the ASM located contour ( gure 5).
Table 1 shows that the automatic ASM vertebra search performed as accurately as human operators. ASM search performed worse for the vertebrae at the
extremes of the spine model, because these vertebrae were not surrounded by others in the model, and so the search was less constrained. Precision was very good,
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Figure 5: (left) Manual vertebral markup error measurement. Dashed lines show directions in which errors are measured. Shaded areas give distribution of human points.
(right) Measurement of point-to-line error from a true contour position to a proposed
model search solution.
Vertebral Level
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
L1
L2
L3
L4

Manual
ASM
Error Error Precision % Failures
1.66
1.60
0.17
0.8
1.28
0.98
0.11
2.1
1.15
0.98
0.12
3.4
1.17
1.08
0.14
2.3
1.18
1.10
0.21
3.7
1.11
1.02
0.24
5.0
1.12
1.17
0.26
5.3
1.13
1.09
0.25
5.5
1.15
1.08
0.25
6.0
1.47
1.61
0.28
2.2

Table 1: Manual and ASM errors (pixels rms), broken down by vertebral level.
and the failure rate was low. Such good accuracy gures are very encouraging
indeed, and o er the hope that this method may shortly replace manual operators
at this particular task.

Automatic Assessment of Segmentation Accuracy
During ASM search, the image evidence is repeatedly compared to the grey-level
model for the pro le about each landmark point. A quality-of- t measure is used
to assess the extent to which the current evidence di ers from the grey-level model.
The search attempts to minimise this measure for each pro le. The t measure
describes the departure of the evidence from the mean pro le along modes of
variation of the model (i.e. in ways already observed from the training data), and
perpendicular to the model modes (i.e. in ways not observed in the training data).
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This can be represented by a factor model [2]. The measure, f , is given by
f=

X +X
i=t 2
bi

i=1 i

j =n 2
rj
v
j =1 j

(2)

for a grey-level model with t modes, where bi is the ith model parameter of the
best t of the model to the data, i is the ith eigenvalue of the model, and rj
is the residual for the j th modelled pixel of n, whose variance (from jackknife
estimations) is vj . The measure re ects the degree to which a candidate pro le
di ers from those observed in the training set, accounting for the fact that some
pixels may be modelled better than others. The measure may therefore be useful
for deciding how inherently visibile an object is. We expect this inherent visibility
to be re ected in the size of manual or ASM errors in locating the object. In
our experiments attempting to describe visbility, we use both of these measures
as surrogates for visibility.
We have attempted to describe the visbility of vertebra using the t measure,
as a basis for deciding whether to accept or reject the nal ASM search solution
for each vertebra. ASMs contain separate grey-level models for the pro le around
each landmark point, so there is a need to combine the results for all the landmarks in some way. The simplest way to combine the ts for individual pro les
is to add them - this is only valid if they are completely independent. However, a
more principled probabilistic approach is to build a concatenated grey-level model
for each vertebra. We built a concatenated grey-level model which described all
of the pro les for a vertebra together: as a result it could model interdependencies
between neighbouring pro les. It was created by concatenating the grey-level proles for all the landmark points for each training example, and building a single
model from the set of concatenated pro les [5].
In instances where one pro le was near structural noise in the image, similar to
its ideal pro le, the absence of such structure in the neighbouring pro les would
enable the noise to be ignored. With local grey-level models, the neighbouring
pro les are assumed to be independent, so tting to such noise becomes more
likely. A concatenated grey-level model might therefore be fairer in its assignment
of poor t values to poorly visible structures. Search with the concatenated greylevel model can only be performed with a global optimiser, which is slow. We
performed search with the concatenated model starting from the nal solution
obtained with a standard ASM. The t measure for each vertebra were obtained
from the nal search position with the concatenated model. Importantly, the
concatenated grey-level model allows true probability distributions to be obtained
for the t measures, enabling the measure to be treated in a principled way.
It would be expected that the grey-level t measure of a particular search
solution would vary with both the inherent visibility of a vertebra, and the nearness
of the solution to the \true" one. To investigate the rst behaviour, we plotted the
grey-level t measure of a good solution against the manual error (representing
the inherent visibility of a vertebra). To examine how the t measure varied as
location accuracy worsened, we repeated our previous search experiments, but
additionally varied the number of modes used in the shape model, in order to vary
the accuracy of the nal search solution.
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Figures 6 and 7 show how the grey-level t measure varied with \inherent" visibility (manual error) and with the location accuracy of the ASM search solution,
for two example vertebra, using the concatenated and local grey-level models.
They show that inherent visibility was very weakly correlated with t measure
(r 0.2), while ASM accuracy was related more strongly. Search using concatenated grey-level models was too successful to obtain sucient failures to test the
response of the t measure to poor location accuracy. Otherwise the two grey-level
modelling methods appeared to perform similarly.
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Figure 6: Plot of grey-level t measure (for a concatenated grey-level model) against
manual and ASM error, for the T7 and L2 vertebrae.
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Figure 7: Plot of grey-level t measure (for local grey-level models) against manual and
ASM error, for the T7 and L2 vertebrae.

The fact that there is reasonable correlation between ASM accuracy and greylevel t suggests that we may be able to reject poorly tted solutions automatically.
We investigated this using ROC analysis.
As one lowers the t measure threshold for rejecting search solutions, the proportion of poorly located cases successfully detected (true positives) increases, as
does the proportion of accuractely located cases misdetected as being poorly located (false positives). Having chosen a threshold on location error above which a
case is judged as poorly located, one can plot an ROC curve describing the power
of the t measure to detect poorly located cases. Figure 8 shows such curves
for vertebrae T7 and L2 using local grey-level models - solutions with rms error
greater than 3 pixels were de ned as poorly located.
For the L2 lumbar vertebra, using local grey-level models, large values for
the t measure were associated with poor location accuracy. This behaviour was
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repeated for other vertebrae from T10-L4, which were also easily visible. However,
for vertebrae such as T7, which was often poorly visualised, the correlation was
weaker, and rejecting solutions on the basis of t measure would be less successful.
The example ROC curves show the t measure to have real value in detecting
poorly located cases at L2, while at T7 it might not be practically useful, because
a signi cant number of false positives would have to be accepted in order to obtain
a useful true positive rate.
One possible reason for the poorer performance of models which were trained
from less visible vertebrae, and the lack of correlation between \inherent" visbility
and grey-level t measure, may lie in the fact that the t measure describes how
far an unseen example deviates in appearance from the training data, and not
from good, clearly visible examples. It may be possible that the t measure of a
grey-level model built from just the most visible cases within a set would perform
better.
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Figure 8: ROC curves for detection of poorly located cases by grey-level t measure, for
vertebrae T7 (left) and L2 (right).

Conclusions and Further Work
We have shown that ASM search is an accurate and robust tool for automatically
analysing DXA spine images by testing it over a large set of images. It performed
as well as manual observers at accurately locating the vertebrae from T7-L4. It
was fast, taking approximately 30 seconds to analyse a scan that would take a
human operator up to 15 minutes manually. It accurately located the full vertebral contour, rather than just six points. These results form the basis for its
development for use as an clinical system.
Recognising that automatic assessment of segmentation accuracy is important
to a clinical system's usefulness, we have investigated the description of the visibility in terms of the grey-level quality-of- t measures, using both a local and
concatenated grey-level model. We have shown that the local measures performed
well in detecting poorly localised solutions for vertebrae which were generally well
visualised. It was more dicult to detect poorly located solutions for vertebrae
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which were usually poorly visualised. Improvements might be obtained if one excludes poorly visible examples from the training set. Too few failed cases were
obtained with search using the concatenated grey-level model to properly evaluate
its worth.
We next intend to train the model to perform fracture classi cation based upon
the parameters of the shape model. Development into a working clinical system
should then follow.
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